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Abstract

Statistical plasma electrodynamics is elaborated with special em-
phases on the transition probability approach and quasi-particles, and
on modern applications to magnetized plasmas. Fluctuation spectra in
the magnetized plasma are calculated in the range of low frequencies
(with respect to the cyclotron one), and the conditions for the transi-
tion from incoherent to collective fluctuations are established. The role
of finite-Larmor-radius effects and particle polarization drift in such a
transition is explained. The ion collective features in fluctuation spectra
are studied.



1. Introduction

Being a system of many charged particles, the plasma changes drastically its
properties in external magnetic fields. In particular, experimental investigation
of magnetized plasmas under laboratory or natural conditions has revealed its
anomalous transport (diffusion, thermal conductivity), which still has no convinc-
ing explanations. Special attention is attracted to low-frequency (compared to
the ion cyclotron frequency) phenomena. Experiments with magnetic traps and
plasma gas discharges, observations of space plasmas, numerical models confirm
permanent presence of low-frequency oscillations and urge to assume possible
relation between them and anomalous transport in the magnetized plasma.

Larger and larger efforts to study low-frequency plasma motion are interre-
lated with several factors. First of all, this is an improvement of experimental
research methods enabling one to determine in more and more details plasma
properties and to influence on them in a controlled manner, as well as to achieve
a closer relationship between theory and experiment. Secondly, greater capabil-
ities of numerical simulation. Thirdly, the development of theoretical methods
for the study of many-particle and nonlinear systems prompt one to look for
the opportunity to apply in practice amazing and sometimes chimerical ideas of
turbulence, chaos and self-organization. The results obtained on modern plasma
devices force one to complicate endlessly original assumptions and enable one to
go in for versatile theoretical speculations. Observed spectra of low-frequency
fluctuations are usually broad and non-thermal. Therefore, it is important to
be able to go beyond the linear theories and weak turbulence concepts, and to
develop a renormalized plasma electrodynamics.

In so far as modern plasma physics is founded on comprehensive applica-
tions of statistical methods, the most complete theoretical description of plasma
properties is achieved on the basis of the general dynamic approach in statistical
physics worked out by Mykola Boholiubov [1]. The fundamental idea is to use
the sequence of many-particle distribution functions as a mirror, hopefully not
too curved one, for macroscopic system properties. This sequence is chained into
the renowned, but not closed, Boholiubov-Born-Green-Kirwood-Yvon hierarchy.
To get information, it is necessary to break the mirror, that is to close the hier-
archy. Boholiubov's ideology was generalized and applied to elaborate nonlinear
plasma electrodynamics [2-6], and to develop a general renormalization concept
for statistical plasma theory [7-11]. The renormalized plasma electrodynamics
was constructed and a variety of low-frequency nonlinear phenomena, which are
interesting from both theoretical and experimental points of view, were studied
within its context [12-14].



It has been appreciated that for slow time evolution of nonlinear dynamic
systems an asymptotic reduction of the original description is facilitating for
both analytical and computational studies [14-23]. In order to understand some
universal features of the low-frequency phenomena in the plasma, which do not
depend on subtleties of specific physical models, the quasi-particle concept can
be applied [24-31]. It is closely related to the general asymptotic methods by
Mykola Krylov and Mykola Boholiubov. The quasi-particle approach makes it
possible to derive plasma peculiarities from the properties of collective entities,
such as waves, vortices, etc. or simplified particle-like objects. As experiments
reveal complexity of plasma behaviour, the quasi-particle concept can be nat-
urally introduced in the study of kinetic and nonlinear effects. It is useful for
developing comprehensive analytical theories and consistent numerical models of
space and fusion plasmas, as well as providing guidelines for interpretation of
experimental data.

Observations of laboratory and natural plasmas, for instance in tokamak mi-
crowave or infrared scattering experiments, or magnetospheric radar backscat-
tering experiments, reveal currently superthermal and broad fluctuation spectra,
in the frequency range much below the ion cyclotron frequency [32, 33]. Such
spectral features might be a manifestation of strong nonlinear interaction be-
tween fluctuations, or complex plasma states around which fluctuations occur.
In particular, this can be taken as an evidence of unsteady plasma states, in
which macroscopic fluid-like motion occurs, if similar features of turbulent fluid
flows are taken into account [34]. Such motion can be generated by some external
factors or internally, owing to turbulence.

Therefore, it becomes necessary to reconsider conventional results on fluctua-
tion and scattering spectra presented in textbooks, e.g. [35-39]. On one hand, it
is important to carry out detailed analysis of fluctuation spectra in the range of
very low frequencies, with respect to the ion cyclotron frequency, and interesting
physics is associated with particle polarization drifts and effects of finite Larmor
radius [40]. On the other hand, interpreting experimental observations requires
new theoretical approaches, which could take into account macroscopic plasma
agitation [41].

According to the conventional microscopic theory of plasma fluctuations [36],
spectral fluctuation distributions have a broad peak in the range of low frequen-
cies and small scales. It is associated predominantly with random motion of in-
dividual particles (incoherent fluctuation spectrum). There is also a set of steep
peaks for large scales in the vicinity of proper oscillation frequencies, attributed
to collective plasma properties (collective or induced fluctuation spectrum). The



peculiarity of plasma-like media is in long-range interaction between the consti-
tuing particles, and it reveals itself in versatile collective phenomena.

The spectra of fluctuations in the plasma determine the spectra of scattered
radiation, and one can expect two types of scattering [36-39]. The incoherent
scattering for small scales (resulting from radiation by independent individual
charged particles) is a manifestation of plasma discrete structure. The collective
scattering for large scales [36], due to radiation by dressed particles, wrapped
into clouds of polarization charges, occurs when collective plasma properties are
important.

In the absence of external magnetic fields, the Debye radius (the length which
characterizes spatial shielding of a test particle in the plasma) is the basic sep-
aration scale. Then the collective (electron plasma) oscillations have the wave-
lengths much larger than the Debye radius. When ion features are considered,
the transition from spontaneous fluctuation spectra to the spectra of collective
(ion-sound) fluctuations in the non-isothermal plasma can be determined by the
ratio of the electron temperature over the ion one. The larger this ratio is, the
more pronounced collective properties are. In this way, the scattering spectra
depend on thermal particle motion, and macroscopic plasma parameters govern
the shape of the spectral distribution for scattered radiation.

The plasma attains new interesting properties in an external magnetic field.
In particular, the fluctuation intensity and the characteristic length, which sep-
arates the wavelength domains of incoherent and collective fluctuations, depend
on the effects of particle polarization drift and finite-Larmor-radius [40]. The
stronger these effects are, the larger the separation scale is, and the smaller the
fluctuation intensity is.

However, interpretation of observed frequency spectra is not unique, as both
microscopic particle motion and macroscopic plasma agitation could affect the
formation of fluctuation and scattering spectra in the unsteady but kinetically
stable plasmas [32-34].

An attempt to analyse how, in the magnetized plasma, a scattered spectrum
is built by an addition of scattered electromagnetic fields from single, dressed,
moving plasma particles, was undertaken in [42]. The characteristics of scatter-
ing spectra were obtained, and two kinds of information these spectra contain
were distinguished: about thermal particle motion and about turbulent fluid-like
plasma flows. Microscopic motion and macroscopic agitation were shown to have
a convolution effect on the spectrum of spontaneous density fluctuations. The lat-
ter broadens from otherwise purely macroscopic/microscopic Doppler frequency
spectrum. In order to explain superthermal fluctuation intensities, a possibil-
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ity of strong correlations between plasma particles was suggested, and a "form
factor" was introduced in [42] to allow for plasma density nonuniformity. The in-
terpretation of this form factor as the spectrum of the spatial correlation function
for density fluctuations is appropriate when plasma polarization is disregarded.
However, it can not be accepted in the dielectric plasma medium. The assump-
tion [42], that macroscopic motion modifies spontaneous fluctuations but does
not affect the plasma dielectric properties, is not consistent in the general case
[41, 43, 44].

Thus a consistent theoretical model is required, in which macroscopic plasma
motion is allowed to affect both spontaneous plasma fluctuations, and dielectric
plasma response. In order to do this, one can apply a transition probability ap-
proach [41, 43-46]. Usefulness of such an approach for the description of plasma
fluctuations has been appreciated for a long time, e.g. [47, 48] and references
therein. Particle transition probabilities are convenient fundamental quantities
in the theory. Spectral distributions of electric field and density fluctuations
in the plasma are determined by spectral distributions of spontaneous density
fluctuations and electric plasma susceptibilities. All these quantities can be re-
lated to the particle transition probability. As the macroscopic plasma motion
modifies particle trajectories, the transition probability is renormalized and so
are the spontaneous fluctuation spectra and the plasma dielectric coefficients
[41, 43]. The transition probability approach enables one to study the effects of
macroscopic plasma agitation consistently.

Section 2 introduces microscopic particle density in phase space, and basic
equations for the mean particle density and its fluctuations. Section 3 deals with
transition probabilities and Green functions. In Section 4 quadratic correlation
functions for spontaneous fluctuations and their spectra are studied. Section 5
relates density and electric field fluctuations to spontaneous density fluctuations.
Section 6 presents kinetic expressions for plasma electric susceptibilities, and
fluctuation-dissipation relations. A special case of low-frequency fluctuations in
the electron plasma is considered in Section 7. Section 8 studies ion features in
fluctuation spectra. Section 9 presents the basic equations of the quasi-particle
description.

Section 10 makes a summary.



The following notations are used throughout the paper. Bo = Bob is the
magnetic field, stationary in time and uniform in space. In the case of vector
quantities, the subscript || (±) is for parallel (perpendicular) to BQ vector com-
ponents and for their magnitudes. up is the plasma frequency, u>p = nq2/eom.

5|| = ./Tj|/m is the thermal velocity at a parallel temperature Tj|, Ay = S^/LJP.

IT — l^||5|| I is *ne frequency spectrum width for spontaneous density fluctuations.
0, — qBo/m is the cyclotron frequency, c is the speed of light in the vacuum, pi
is the Larmor radius. re = /ioe2/47rme is the classical electron radius, n = (n) is
the mean density, q and m are the particle charge and mass. £o is the vacuum
dielectric permittivity, ^o is the vacuum magnetic permeability. The index a la-
bels plasma species. The subscript e(i) is used for the electrons (ions). qe = e. Z
is the charge number, q = — Ze. K = {k,u} is for space-time Fourier transforms.
{k, t] is for space Fourier transforms. ^ w . . . = (1/2TT) J du>



2. Fluctuations of Particle Phase-Space Density
Let us consider a test-particle of charge q and rest mass m in the field of

some forces f(r, v, t) producing particle acceleration a(r, v, t) . Their nature
is arbitrary: there can be self-consistent microscopic fields created by particles
themselves and externally imposed forces. With regard to relativistic effects, the
particle is governed by the following equations of motion:

/(?(,,, „(

where r is the radius-vector, v = p/mj is the velocity, p is the quantity of
movement, u = p/m is the world velocity, 7 = 1 /y l — v2/c2 = y/l + u2fc2, c is
the speed of light in the vacuum. If one prefers, the particle velocity v can be
used as a dynamic variable instead of the world velocity:

| = ,-, f -«?,* , t), (2)

For particles in electromagnetic fields:

f = q(E + 5 x 5 ) , (3)

where E is for electric fields, B is for magnetic fields.
For a system of Na particles of the same charge qa and mass ma (plasma

species a), the microscopic density in the phase space {f, u] is

Na

F0(r, u, t) = Y, S(r ~ r,(*)) 6(u - u,(t)) , (4)

where r;(£) and Ui(t) satisfy (1). Microscopic particle densities na and fluxes
f0 follow as velocity moments of the phase-space density: na = /duFa, fa =
JduvFa.

One verifies a microscopic continuity equation in phase space:

La Fa = ( dt + V • V ) Fa + dS • (faFa/ma) = 0 . (5)

Whenever the arguments of La are not indicated explicitly, it means that La =
Lo(r, u, t). Different arguments are always exposed. The same convention is
adopted for other quantities, which depend on dynamic particle variables.

The one-particle distribution function fa = {Fa) is introduced as the statis-
tical mean value of Fo, along with the fluctuation 6fa = Ftt — fa, where angular



brackets are for statistical averaging. Similarly, La = la + Sla. Statistical aver-
aging of (5) yields an equation for the mean density:

Ufa = -<««*/«> • (6)

One subtracts (6) from (5) to get an equation for fluctuations:

( U + Sla ) 6fa - (SUSfa) = SUfa • (7)

When the fluctuations of the mean particle density are small,

6fa ~ A/a , A « 1 , (8)

one can disregard the nonlinear terms in (7) and consider the linearized equation
for fluctuations:

Ufa = "««/« • (9)
In fact, it is necessary to introduce such assumptions in equations for correlation
functions. (9) yields formally the same result but simplifies exposition.

If the self-consistent nature of force fields is not taken into account, then (9)
is a linear inhomogeneous differential equation for Sfa. Its general solution can
be represented as a sum

Sfa = «/i° + 6fa (10)

of its particular solution Sfa , and the general solution Sfa of the homogeneous
equation:

Ufa = 0 . (11)

The particular solution Sfa describes the fluctuations of the particle density
induced by the force fluctuations which enter Sla. The homogeneous solution
Sfa represents spontaneous fluctuations in the system, which can arise due to its
discreteness. Usually, the correlation functions for spontaneous fluctuations are
calculated as if there is no interaction between individual particles.

A particular solution to (9) can be introduced by means of a retarded Green
function waai(x,t; x',<'):

S$\x,t) = - ^dt' I'dxlTwaal(x,t-,x',t')SJa,(x
l,t')fa>(x',t'), (12)

where x = {r,u}, to is an initial time moment. The Green function itself is
governed by the equation:

Uwaa>(x, t; x',t') = Saa'S{t - *') S{x - x1) , (13)



with a causality condition,

waa,(x,t;x',t') = 0 , t<t' , (14)

and some boundary conditions. The Green function can be related to a probabil-
ity density Paai(x,t; x',t') for the transition of a test particle from a phase-space
point x', where it resides at a time instant t', to a phase-space point a- at a time
instant t: Paai(x,t;x',t') = waai(x,t;x',t') + wara(x' ,t';x,t). The latter satisfies
the homogeneous equation

laPaa'{^t]x\t') = 0, (15)

with an initial condition Paa/(x,t;x',t') = Saa/S(x — x'), and boundary condi-
tions. waai(x,t; x',t') = i?(< — t')Paai(x,t; x',t'), where t?(t) is the Heavyside step
function, which is equal to 0 for t < t', and to 1 for t > t'.

If there is no mean particle acceleration, then the quantity Sfa represents the
fluctuations of the phase-space density of free particles. When external fields are
applied, while mean self-consistent fields are weak as compared to the former,
8fa is interpreted as fluctuations in the system of non-interacting particles.

In the general case, spontaneous (incoherent) fluctuations 8fa can be found
from (11) with initial and boundary conditions by means of the transition prob-
ability:

6~fa(x,t) = Idx'Y,Paa>(x,t;x'M6~fa>(x'M- (16)
J a>

According to (10) and (12),

Sfa(x,t0) = 6fa(x,t0). (17)

This condition allows for plasma discreteness.
The quadratic correlation function for phase-space density fluctuatios follows

from (10):

(8fa(x,t)6fal(x',t')) = (tfaOM) */«'(*'/)> - (18)

- / dti IdXl { U7«fll(x,*;xi,ti) <«ai(xi,*i) «/«'(*',*')) +

i(

/ dti / dt2 /
Jt0 Jt0 J

where repeated indices mean summation. The velocity moments of this function
determine the quadratic correlation functions for fluctuations of various plasma
quantities (particle densities, flux or current densities, pressures etc.).



3. Transition Probability and Green Function
The case of free particles (moving with constant velocity), when La = d% +
—*

v • V, is the simplest:
Paoi(x,*;x',0 = Saa, 8(u-u')6(r-r'-v(t-t')) . (19)

When a stationary and uniform mean magnetic field Bo = (B) is introduced
(it can represent externally applied magnetic fields), the test-particle trajectory
becomes more complicated, La = dt + v • V -f- (qa/Tna)v x BQ • 8%. Then particle
gyration (in the plane perpendicular to BQ) with relativistically shifted cyclotron
frequency £2 = qaBolma^ is superimposed on particle streaming along Bo with
constant velocity. Spiraling occurs. In order to obtain the transition probability
in a simple way, one takes into account integrals of motion.

These are the parallel to Bo component of the particle velocity, v^(t) = v,,

(since u or 7 is conserved), the magnitude of the perpendicular to BQ velocity
component, v±(t) = v'j_, and the perpendicular component of the guiding-centre
radius-vector, R±(t) = R'±. The latter is introduced according to the well known
transformation of coordinates:

R = r + v x 6/fio , b = Bo/Bo . (20)

Therefore,
Paa>(x,t;x',t') = 8aa, 6(u|| - uj) S(w± - w'±) •

0 0

6(R-R(t)) ]T 8(a-a' + na(t-t') + 2nn) , (21)
n=—00

where w± = u^/2, a is the world velocity gyroangle (the azimuthal angle of the
velocity vector in the plane perpendicular to Bo),

R(t) = f + if x 6 / f i a + V|| (t - t ' ) b . (22)

In these examples the transition probability and the Green function depend
only on the particle space displacement f — f and the time t — t' it takes:

Paa,(x,t,x',t') = Paa,(n,u;r-r',t-t'),

waa,(x,t;x',t') = waa,(u,u;r-r',t-t') . (23)

This property can be valid in more complicated situations. When it holds, one
can introduce the space-time Fourier transform (the wave vector and frequency
spectrum) of the transition probability:

Paa,(u,u';K) = jdrdt e«*"-'*f Paa,(u,u';r,*) , K = {jfc,u] .
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It determines the spectrum waai(u,u';K) of the Green function:

»-«*;A') = f j^f-(g.fi^). (24)
2TT y u> us' + ^0

This is simply a convolution of the spectra of the transition probability and the
step function.

For free particles,

Paal(u,u';K) = 2v6aa,8(u-u')8(u; - k • v) ,

waa>{u,u;h) = =—; - . (25)
U — K • V + lO

When there are stationary and uniform mean magnetic fields,

Paa,{u,u';K) = (26)

=

with

= 27T ^oa/«5(u|| - u| |) 6(wj_ - w'L) 8(UJ - k\\v\\) (27)

the spectrum of the quasi-particle transition probability in the reduced phase
space (r,it||,w±),

;« j | ,« ' i ;^- r,t-t') , (28)

\ \ ^ || || (wL - w'j_) <5(r - v^t b) .

The latter quantity is the reduced probability density for the guiding-centre tran-
sition. The quasi-particle trajectory is the projection of the trajectory of averaged
guiding-centre motion onto the reduced phase space which does not include the
velocity gyroangle as a coordinate. One can represent the quasi-particle transi-
tion probability as

- u/J P(r,t) ,

with the probability density for the quasi-particle transition in the jR-space

P(R, t) = 8(R - w||# b) .

W{R,t) =

11



is the relevant reduced Green function.
Then the reduced Green function, which can be also called quasi-particle

Green function

iu^w^r.t^u'^w'^r^') = waa>(u\\,wr, «j|, w'±; f - f*, t - t') , (29)

'^w'±;r,t) = 6aa>6(u\\ - uj) S(w± - w'±) W(r,t) ,

has the spectrum

- w'L) W(K) , (30)

W{K) =
a? — fc||U|| + tO

In the range of low frequencies, as compared to the cyclotron frequency fl,
the spectrum of the particle transition probability is determined by the spectrum
of the quasi-particle transition probability:

Paa,(u,u';K) = ± e&V-*)*i/n* P^upw^w'^K) , (31)

(wj_ - w'^) P(K) ,

with the spectrum P(K) = 2ir6(u> — ^|i^i|)- In this approximation the particles
are represented by quasi-particles, which move with a constant velocity t>|| b along
the magnetic field, while preserving the value of w±.

12



Bounded Plasma. The advantages of the transition probability approach be-
come especially apparent for more complicated situations, for example [9-12],
when boundary conditions, or effects of collisions between particles should be
taken into account, or for situations of macroscopically agitated (turbulent) plas-
mas.

Let us consider a semi-bounded plasma with the boundary condition for
specular reflection:

Paa,(x,t;x',t') = Paa,{x,t;x',t') , x = {r,u - 2n(n •{?)}, (32)

where n is a unit vector normal to the boundary surface at a reflection point.
Let us place the plasma in the half-space z > 0. Since a test particle can

move freely in the transverse direction, the transition probability depends only on
the difference between the perpendicular components of r and r*. The boundary
condition of specular reflection takes the form

x = {0,FJ.,U||,UJ_} , x = {0,rj_, —it||,i?j_} , (33)

where || (J_) is for vector components parallel (perpendicular) to the boundary.
From (15):

PM,(M;*',*') = Pta,{x,t;x',t') = <W S{rL - f± - v±(t - t')) 6(uL - t?±) •

[ 6(z -z'- »„(* - 0 ) *(«|| " «||) + «(* + z'~ u||(* ~ 0 ) «(«*« + «||) ] • (34)
The first term here corresponds to a free particle in the unbounded system, while
the second one takes into account an additional probability of particle reflection
from the boundary.

In the case of diffusive reflection such a probability should be zero, when
information about previous particle motion is completely lost:

Pf lai(s,t;a:',0 = P*a,(x,t;x',t') =

Saa> 6(f± - f± - v±(t - t')) 6(u± - u'±) S(z - z' - «||(t - t')) «(u|, - uj,) . (35)

Paa,{x,t-x',t')=pPia,{x,t-x',t') + (l-p)P^(x,t-x',t') (36)

for generalized boundary conditions, when a fraction p of particles undergoes
diffusive reflection, and the rest 1 — p of particles is reflected speculary.

13



4. Spontaneous Fluctuations
In order to calculate the quadratic correlation function for spontaneous fluc-

tuations, one can use (16) together with the initial condition (17):

*,*)«/.'(*', 0 ) = (37)

= /

This expression contains the quadratic correlation function {Sfa8fa') f°r equal
times. The latter quantity is represented as follows:

(6fa{x,t)6fa,(x',t)) = 6aa,6(x - x') fa(x,t) + g{£,{x,x',t) , (38)

where g^J, is a two-particle correlation function.

If two-particle correlations are disregarded, g^J, = 0,

(6}a(x,t)6~fa,(x',t')) = (39)

= I dx\ Paai(x,t; Xi,<o) Pa'ai(x i^ j^l^o) /ai(^l^o) •

In the case of an unbounded system, the solution to (15) is

Paal(x,t;x't') = 6aa,8(x - xa(t)) , (40)

where xa(t) is a trajectory of a test-particle, that starts from a phase-space point
x1 at a time instant t':

dra _ _ dua _
dt dt

In this case, (39) simplifies for t > t' > io:

(6fa(x,t)6~fAx',t')) = (42)

i(x,t;x',t') /

where there is no summation over a! on the right-hand side.
The one-particle distribution function fa is governed by (6), where the right-

hand side is due to correlations {SlaSfa). If such correlations are disregarded
(when the fluctuations £/„ of the evolution operator La arise from self-consistent
microscopic fields, this approximation does not take into account two-particle

14



correlations), the formal solution to (6), similar to the solution to (11), can be
found by means of the Green function:

fa(x,t) = dx' waa>(x,t;x',to) fa>(x',t0) , t > t0 , (43)

where /a(x,to) is the initial value of the one-particle distribution function. The
quantity on the right-hand side of this equation enters (42), therefore:

(6fa(x,t) 6~fa>(x',t')) = (44)

= fa'(
x',t') waai(x,t;x',t') + fa(x,t) wa,a(x',t';x,t) ,

where the symmetry between different time instants is restored. This result can
be also obtained formally from the solution of the following equation:

l(6~fa(x,t)6~fa>(x',t')) = 0 , t > t' , (45)

with the initial condition:

x / ) Sfa,(x\t')) = 6aa,6(x - x') fa(x,t') . (46)

In this case, there are no correlations between spontaneous fluctuations associ-
ated with deferent plasma species.

According to (44) and (18), there are two basic quantities that determine the
correlation function (Sfa(x,t) 8fai(x',t')): the one-particle distribution function
fa(x,t), and the probability density Paai(x,t; x't') for the test-particle transi-
tion in the phase space (or the Green function waai(x,t;x',t')). Experimental
measurements of the quadratic correlation functions for fluctuations of various
quantities in the plasma (density, current density, temperature, electromagnetic
field) can provide information about the one-particle distribution function.
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Spectral Distributions for Spontaneous Fluctuations. Let us assume that the
system is weakly non-uniform and non-stationary,

fa(x,t) « /«(u), (47)

Paa,(x,t;x',t') « Paal(u,u';r-r',t-t') .

Then from (44)

(6fa(x,t)6fa,(x'tt')) « (^/a(f-r',u,i-<')^(0,u',0)) , (48)

with the spectrum

<«/.(*) S}al{u'))K = Jdfdt e^-tl?(6}a(r,u,t) 6fm.(6,H,0)) =

= waa,(u,u';K) fa,(u') + wa,a(u',u;-K) fa(u) . (49)

This general expression relates the spectrum of spontaneous fluctuations to
the spectrum of the Green function, and therefore to the spectrum of the transi-
tion probability. From the latter equation, the spectral distributions of sponta-
neous fluctuations for various plasma quantities follow as velocity moments. For
example, for spontaneous density Sha = J duSfa and current 6ja = qa J duvSfa

fluctuations

{8ha8hai)K = / dudu { waai(u,u;K) fa>(u) + waa>(u,u;-K) fa(u) ] , (50)

/ dudu vv [ waa>(u, u\ K) fai{u') + waai(\i,u;-K) fa(u) ] .

In the magnetized plasma, the mean particle distribution can be assumed to
be axially symmetric, i.e. not dependent on the velocity gyroangle a. From (50)
together with (26)

((Shaf)K = 2TT fdul{dw± fa(uhw±) y£jn(^)P(k^-nna) , (51)
J n " a

where P(k,u>) = 2TTS(U> — &i|V|i), Jn{x) is the Bessel function of order n.
In the low-frequency range (with respect to the cyclotron frequency), the

term with n = 0 can be only significant in the latter equation:

((Sna)
2)K = 2*jdUlldwL /.(u,|,w±) Ji(^) P(K) (52)

16



(this result can be obtained also from (50) directly, with (31) being taken into
account). Similar expressions can be obtained for the spectral lines in the vicinity
of cyclotron harmonics,

((Sha)
2)K = 2* jdu\{dwL /.(tiy.UM.) J * ( ^ ± ) P(k,u-nQa) , (53)

when such lines are well separated. This means that a finite width of spectral
lines (52) and (53) owing to thermal particle motion along BQ and relativistic
effects is small as compared to the cyclotron frequency:

I k»vt/il \« 1 , vffc << 1 ,

with vt a characteristic thermal velocity.
Now the spectral distribution of the phase-space density fluctuatios follows

from (18):

f>faK(?) = S~faK{u) - j du\ waai(u,ui;K) 6~laiK(ui) fai(ui) , (54)

u) o/a '(
u ))A' = \°fa{U) Ofa>(u ))K -

h { waai{u,uy,K) (6lai(ui) f>~fai{u'))K +

+ ( -*f -* T^\ / C 7 / •* \ C J C / ~ * \ \ "1 £ i "* \ i

du\du2 waai(u,ui; K) waia2(u ,u2; -K) (6lai(ui) 8la2(u2))K fai(ui)fa2(u2)./

The spectral distribution of spontaneous fluctuations, the Green function
spectrum, and the one-particle distribution function determine the spectral dis-
tribution of the phase-space density fluctuations.
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5. Electric Field and Density Fluctuations
According to the general microscopic theory of plasma fluctuations, the fol-

lowing representation for the density fluctuation Sna is introduced in the case of
potential interaction between particles with the electric field E = —

6na(K) = 6ha(K) - (ikeo/qa) Xa(K) 6EK . (55)

is the fluctuation of the self-consistent microscopic electric field potential in
the plasma, Xa(K) is the plasma electric susceptibility, and plasma discreteness
reveals itself in the spontaneous density fluctuations Sha- The latter is usually
calculated as if independent motion of individual particles occurs, which cor-
responds to the linear theory. However, relation (55) preserves its form with
renormalized quantities 8ha{K) and \a(K), when the effects of nonlinear in-
teraction are taken into account. The second term on the right-hand side of
(55) governs induced plasma polarization, within self-consistent description it
can be associated with a cloud of polarization charges around a test-particle in
the plasma. The Poisson equation relates the electric fields to the spontaneous
density fluctuations:

e(K) = 1 +J2xa(K) , (56)
a

where e(K) is the longitudinal (in the general case renormalized) plasma dielec-
tric permittivity. This equation makes it possible to express density fluctuations
for a particular plasma species in terms of spontaneous density fluctuations. The
latter can be obtained as the velocity integral of 8f. Sh = f dvSf.

For stationary and uniform correlations (this assumption corresponds to
(47)), when

(6EK-SER) = (2irf6(K + K)((6E)2)K ,

the spectral distributions for the electric field and electron density fluctuations
are

((6E)2)K = >T«.fc^n.*n.')ff/ | fc£o£(A') |2 , (58)

((Snef)K = ((8hef)K |1 -

[e(K) -
j£ ,2

Summation in (59) is over all ion species.
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When there are no correlations between spontaneous fluctuations in different
plasma species these equations simplify:

({8E?)K = £«2((«i.)2)jr/ I *eoe(A') |2 , (60)
a

{{Snef)K = ({Shef)K | 1 - Xe(K)/e(K) |2 +
f ((Sh,)2)K \Xe(K)/e(K) |2 . (61)

For the cross correlations between the density fluctuations

(6na6nb)K = - ^ Xa(K) (SE6hb)K - ^ x*b(K) (Sha6E)K
q qb

JL2,2

-I°Xa(K)xt(K)((6E)2)K =
9a qb

{{6nb) )K ~ ~Z^{K) {{6na) )K

The physical meaning of (55) or (61) is charged particle shielding in a di-
electric medium. The first and second terms in (61) are associated with dressed
(shielded) electrons and ions respectively. For arbitrary plasma species, the sub-
script e in this equation must be changed to a relevant subscript.

The spectral distribution of electron density fluctuations is known to gov-
ern the differential scattering cross-section da for a broad variety of scattering
conditions. The latter quantity determines the intensity of scattered waves in a
frequency band du>s and a solid angle element d£ls. When the frequency of an
incident wave is much larger than the electron cyclotron frequency, the approxi-
mation of the non-magnetized plasma can be used:

r2

da = - ^ | (s x e) x s |2 {{6ntf)K dwsdils • (62)
2TT

uj = us — <̂ i and k = k3 — k{ are the changes in the frequency and the wave
vector in the course of scattering (analyzing frequency and wave vector), a;, is
the frequency of the incident wave with the wave vector &,-, u/s is the frequency

—*
of the scattered wave with the wave vector k3 = kis, s is the unit vector in the
scattering direction, e is the unit polarization vector for the incident wave. The
physics behind the latter relationship between the scattering cross-section and
the spectral distribution ((6ne)

2)x for electron density fluctuations can be un-
derstood by considering radiation of an electric charge (electron) in the presence
of a high-frequency electromagnetic wave.
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6. Electric Susceptibility
Relation (55) follows from (54) in the electrostatic approximation,

(q/m)(k/k) • d$, after integration over the velocity. In this way one finds
the kinetic expression for the electric susceptibility,

Xa(K) = - t ^ / dUdi1' waa'(#, «! A') k • drfa,{u) , (63)
Wa™ J

in terms of mean particle density and Green function spectrum.
Without magnetic field one substitutes for the Green function from (25):

Xa(K) = ^ fdu * , k • dSfa(u) . (64)

nak* J u-k-v + iO

For the magnetized plasma (26) is used:
Xa(K) =

naK

j*(kLvjna)
o— n\la

(65)

In the low-frequency range for conditions (54), the term with n = 0 is only
significant in the contribution from the first term in the brackets here. The
contribution aa(k) from the second term includes all terms with n ^ 0, where
one can neglect UJ — fci|t>|| as compared to Qa. Then summation over n can be
carried out:

~ 1 1 7</a(u,|,u,±) , (66)

X.(K) = a.(k) - | 3 j | J duW(K) J

The quantity aa(it) can be discussed in connection with a modification of such
an adiabatic invariant as magnetic moment, particle plarization drift modified by
finite-Larmor-radius (FLR) effects, and an asymptotic energy conservation law
[25, 26, 29, 31, 49]. aa(k) > 0 is a constraint on stable plasma states, which rules
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out the kinetic energy of particle motion across the magnetic field as a source for
driving instability [29, 31].

In the limit kj_ —• 0, when FLR effects are weak, a(k) = u>2/Q2 can take small
and large values. Frequently under experimental conditions, for ions a,(fc) ~
103 — 104, while ae(k) is smaller in the ratio me/m.i.

In what follows the non-relativistic case is studied.
For a particle distribution normal in vu,

f = n/(eJ.)(m/2 Ir:rj|)1/2exp(-mt|/2T | |), tL = v\/2 , (68)

IT

with A(kj_) = Jde^Jftf < 1 taking account of FLR effects, 771 = | kiisu j , s<i =

,/Tu/m the spectrum width for spontaneous fluctuations, A|j = s^/ujp.

Z{v) is the plasma dispersion function [50], introduced in plasma physics
after the fundamental works by A. Vlasov [51, 52] and L. Landau [53]. It is the
Hilbert transform of the Gaussian, e.g. [54]:

Z(

The plasma dispersion function can be related to the error function of the complex
argument:

Z(u) = iv^e-"2 [ 1 + erf(iu) ] ,

u) = 4= f°° du CXP(~"2) , Imu>0. (71)
yft J-00 u-v

erf(u) = —r= / aze
V71" Jo

Thus

Z{v) = i^e-"2 - - I(u2) , I{y) = 2ve~v I dxe"1'
^ J

I
Jo

where I{v) is related to the Sitenko-Dawson integral <f>{v) = I{v2).
If the particle distribution is normal in v± as well, with a temperature Tj_,

then

a(k) = (cVft)2 [ 1 ~ A(Jb±) \lp\k2 , A(fc±) = h{P\kl) exp(-p2
Lki) ,

where Jo(a) = Jo(ia) is the modified Bessel function of zeroth order, pi is the
Larmor radius, p\ = Tj_/mft2, T± = m f de±ej_f.
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For arbitrary distributions, but weak kinetic (thermal) effects, the electric
susceptibility can be calculated as a simple function of frequency, wave vector
and plasma parameters. By expanding the multipliers in the integrand in front of
the distribution function in power series of uy and ej_, one derives an approximate
expression:

with TII = m J dv (vii — vo)2f/n , T± = m J dv e±f/n the parallel and perpendic-
ular temperatures, Co = u> — fcnuo the Doppler shifted frequency, VQ = J dvv^f/n
the velocity of macroscopic flow along Bo, and

fcfaj « u2 , h\p\ « 1 (72)

the validity conditions.
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Fluctuation-Dissipation Relations. For the normal particle distribution in vu,
one can prove fluctuation-dissipation relations:

((Sh)2)K = ^f- Im X(K) . (73)

They make it possible to express fluctuation spectra in terms of plasma electro-
dynamic coefficients:

, _ 2 T
}K = e 0 ^ w - fc||t>oa | e ( A ) |2

T[a
 Xa(K) | 1 - Xa(K)/e(K)

E Tl\ X»M I Xa(A0/e(A') |2 } . (75)

stands for the imaginary part of Q.
These general expressions simplify considerably, when the parallel tempera-

ture is the same for all particle species, Tj|a = Tji, and when there are no flows
along Bo:

S J m *m' i76a)

Im

Equation (76a) is a fluctuation-dissipation theorem for low-frequency fluctuations
in the non-equilibrium magnetized plasma. Integration of these spectra over the
frequency yields spectral intensities of fluctuations:

^ (766)

((SnaYh = n«Aj|afc { Xa [ 1 - - | - ~ ] ~ <*a(k) [ 1 - ^ — ] } , (776)

where the Kramers-Kronig integral relations have been used, and

For arbitrary particle distributions, the fluctuation-dissipation relations have
the following form:

X(k,t) = a(k)6(t) + i i J t#(t)((6n)2)k,t • (78a)
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They follow from (52) and (67) after inverse time Fourier transformation. From
the latter equation

_^fE / (
n k2 4 ^ (w - w + «0)2

Jm x(A') = " ^ aw((5n)2)A^ .

These relations can be used to calculate electric susceptibilities from spectral
distributions of spontaneous density fluctuation.
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Scattering from Dressed Ions. In the range of frequencies u; < < h\sue the
dressed ions make the dominant contribution to the spectrum of electron density
fluctuations:

= xl £ Zl ((Sna)
2)K I | e{K) |2 , (79)

with an approximate dielectric permittivity

e(K) = 1 + Xe + Y, X*W ' ^e(K) « Xe = Xe(*, 0) .
ajte

This corresponds to a static induced response of electrons. While for the normal
particle distribution in v^ and one ion species, the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
holds in the form

^2 S k m
The fluctuation spectrum is determined by oscillations of the polarization charge
density in clouds around ions. The spectral distributions for electron density and
electric field fluctuations have the same dependence on frequency:

It is determined by the spectrum of spontaneous ion density fluctuations, with
the frequency spectrum width 77,, and by the shielding factor ~ 1/ | e(K) |2.
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7. Electron Plasma Oscillations
Let us consider a special case of fluctuations in an electron plasma [40].

When ion motion is disregarded, the charge and current density fluctuations
are determined solely by the electron density and currents. The fluctuations
are of purely electromagnetic nature, and in the equilibrium plasma they are
completely determined by the dielectric permittivity tensor in the general case
of electromagnetic interaction between particles. Particle interaction affects the
nature of fluctuation spectral distributions, and peaks attributed to collective
plasma oscillations rise in fluctuation spectra.

For low-frequency electrostatic fluctuations the fluctuation-dissipation theo-
rem holds,

^2* = S i m k
e(K) = 1 + a(k) + ^ [1 + uZ(u) } .

The electron subscript has been omitted.

This spectrum can be obtained formally from that for the equilibrium non-
magnetized plasma by means of scale transformation:

\2

D

z = -=^ > v = - u , (82)
f 2 \ k 2 A | k \

where T is the temperature in absolute equilibrium, A# = yTeo/e2n is the
Debye radius.

Several important conclusions follow from (82). First of all, the character-
istic length scale, which separates the wavelength of incoherent and collective
fluctuations according to

j V ) ~ 1 , (83)

depends on the effects of particle polarization drift and finite Larmor radius. The
stronger these effects are (e^ increases, A(fcj_) decreases), the larger the separation
scale is. For Tj| > T^, it is larger than both Ay and the Larmor radius. Secondly,
the level of fluctuations is determined by an effective temperature 7]i/eg, which is
lower than the real one for a(k) > 0. At last, the frequency variation scale \/27T
depends on particle thermal motion along the magnetic field and it decreases for
quasi-flute (| k^/k |<< 1) fluctuations.
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It is convenient to give the explicit expression for the spectrum in this uni-
versal form:

((6Ef)K = ̂ -{(6E)\U , ((6E)\U = i % y ) , (84)

with two basic dimensionless parameters,

A2Jfc2e-

For comparison, here is the result for the non-magnetized plasma:

{{SEf)k2 = ?-SE(z,\2Dk2), z = u

In order to obtain the spectral intensity ((6E)2}^ one uses the Kramers-
Kronig integral relations:

^ ^ i 3L (87)
k £o e(Jb,oo) e(ifc,0) ^e^ l + y

This is a particular case of (76b). The spectral intensity is weaker for stronger
effects of particle polarization drift and finite Larmor radius.

The spectrum width

can be found by means of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem and the Kramers-
Kronig integral relations:

= —i^L, }i/2 = O — - ^ ( 8 8 )

(89)

where w^ = limw-*oo u>2 [ e(fc, oo) — e(K) ], and up» is a characteristic frequency
from plasma collective properties.

The spectrum width is governed by two factors: thermal motion of electrons
along the magnetic field and plasma collective oscillations. The latter correspond
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to the Langmuir (electron plasma) oscillations in the non-magnetized plasma. In
the case of parallel propagation, up\\ = u>p , k± = 0. Such a low-frequency mode
can exist only when the effect of particle polarization drift is negligible, u>p << Q.
The collective frequency is lower for stronger effects of particle polarization drift
and finite Larmor radius, and for oblique propagation. When the collective factor
is negligible, the frequency dependence of the spectrum is gaussian.

The spectrum of electron density fluctuations comes from the Poisson law,
50V • BE = eSn:

ek

The spectral intensity is

Here is the result for the non-magnetized plasma:

((Snef)iz = n\2
Dk2SE(z,\2

Dk2).
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8. Ion Features in Fluctuation Spectra
Let us consider an electron-ion plasma, with one ion species of charge number

Zi, and different parallel temperatures 7j|, and 2j|e for ions and electrons [40].
The fluctuation spectral distributions for electron, ion and total charge den-

sities are obtained from the general expressions derived above:

2heXl k22 j ^ 2

^ I Xe(K) |2 x,

1 2ne\f,k
2

|2

I23 l | 1 + Xe(A-) I2 X.(A-) } , (92)
7||e

/ m {

Cross-correlations between electrons and ions come out from these equations:

{6ne6n,) = ^"{{(^e)2) + ((Snif) - {{8pf)/e2} .

These spectra are determined by the contributions from both dressed electrons
and dressed ions (the terms proportional to Imxe(K) and Jmxi(A') respectively).

There are several basic dimensionless variables and parameters. One intro-
duces the temperature ratio r = 7jie/TL , the ratio between the electron and ion
frequency scales fi2 = v\ fv2 = Mr , with M the mass ratio (mi/me), the effective
charge number parameter Z = Z,Ai(fcj_)/Ae(fc±) , the static part £jf ~ 1 +«,(£)
of the dielectric permittivity. The length scale parameter Ar, A2- = er\2, /Ae(k±),

* k * II"

can take values larger (and much larger) than A||e due to the effects of finite-
Larmor-radius and polarization drift. The quasineutrality condition Zifii = ne

is imposed.
It is convenient to deal with dimensionless variables

v = ve, y = A|A;2 , y\\ = A|fc| , (93)

and to represent the spectra as follows. For the total charge density fluctuations,

Y(u, y, r, Z, M) , (94)
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2

D = 1 + y + xZ(x) + Zr [1 + ^TXZ{/J,TX)} .

For the electron density fluctuations,

{(^e)2)^ = neA
3
e(k±)Ye(u,y,T,Z,M,aa(k)) , (95)

Ye(x,y,T,Z,n,aa) =

i = y — ^ + ZT[1 + HTxZ(firx) } ,

= y — + 1 + xZ(x) , e = l + ae

For the ion density fluctuations,

Ji (^, y, r, Z, /i, a«(fc)) , (96)

yi(x,y,T,Z,Af,a«) =

When ££ >> 1 and (1 + ae(k))y/e^ << 1 plasma fluctuations are quasineutral,

The results for the non-magnetized plasma follow formally from (94)-(96)
after scale transformation:

u -* z= u , y -> X2
Dek

2 , r - , ^ , Z - Z< = 1 (97)
V 2 A A J i

for A(^x) = 1> ao(^) = 0- In so far as the ratio of the electron temperature
over the ion one governs the transition from incoherent to collective ion-sound
fluctuations in the non-magnetized plasma, the ratio Tj|e/Tj|i plays a similar role
in the low-frequency oscillating magnetized plasma.

Like in the case of fluctuations in the electron plasma, the variable y = A|fc2

rules the transition from incoherent to collective electron plasma fluctuations
with regard to ion motion. The latter appears to be very significant, unlike in
the non-magnetized plasma. The motion of ions, in particular their polarization
drift, produces additional, and substantial, increase in the characteristic scale
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separating wavelength domains of incoherent and collective electron plasma fluc-
tuations. This effect is especially strong for u>pi » 0,, p | f^^ << 1, when it is
described by a factor y/aijal ~ i,/mj/me >> 1.

In the range of very low frequencies,

x « \j\i H w « jTi , (98)

the frequency dependence of the fluctuation spectral distributions is weak. For
the electron density fluctuations,

dt{(Sne)%t ,
J—oo '

where ((6ne)
2)^t is the auto-correlation function.

determines the level of the electron density incoherent fluctuations. If

~Zfi » (y + Zr)2 , (99)

the main contribution is from dressed ions, and the level of incoherent fluctuations

substantially increases. This condition reads y/Z ^ r << \/mi/meZ
2 which

means that r < 1, or Z2r2 << y2 << Z/i. This is possible for strongly
non-isothermal plasmas with electrons being colder than ions, r << 1. When
ions are colder than electrons, r > 1, the contribution from dressed electrons
becomes important, and the level of incoherent fluctuations decreases. For the
ion density fluctuations in the range of very low frequencies:

((6my)K « ._ .

For the total charge density fluctuations:

where dressed ions determine the level of incoherent fluctuations, if

» 1 <-• r » me/miZ2 . (100)
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Thus, when
me/miZ2 « T « (mi/meZ2)1/3, y < ZT , (101)

the level of incoherent fluctuations substantially increases for all the quantities
considered, and it is determined by dressed ions.

Such role of dressed electrons and ions is preserved in a broader frequency
range:

v < l/fi « 1 . (102)

In this domain the frequency dependence of the spectral distributions for elec-
tron and ion density fluctuations is subordinated to dressed ions, if condition
(99) is satisfied. Dressed ions govern the fluctuations of total charge density for
condition (100). When both conditions are satisfied simultaneously,

• " ' " ' • ( 1 0 3 )

D™ = 1 + y + ZT [ 1 +

The frequency dependencies of the spectra are not gaussian due to shielding.
The latter equation can be put in the form of the fluctuation-dissipation

relation (in accordance with (80)):

e2neAe y2
 T 1

Hence, one obtains the spectral intensity of fluctuations:

. 2. e2neAe 2 r ! 1

ZtAte
2ne y2

 { m )

e2

The spectrum width for total charge density fluctuations,

/ :
is obtained by virtue of (104) and the Kramers-Kronig integral relations:
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k\\Cs „ ZT\\e

, c] = —!£ , (107)
y mi

where v2^ — Um^-^ooU2 [ D^\oo) — D^l'(u) ], and u>s is the characteristic
frequency due to plasma collective properties. This collective frequency (of low-
frequency ion-sound fluctuations in the magnetized plasma) is lower for stronger
effects of ion polarization drift and finite Larmor radius. The spectrum width
for the fluctuations of the total charge density (and also of the electron and ion
densities, if condition (101) is met) is produced by two factors: thermal motion
of ions along the magnetic field and plasma collective oscillations.

Comparison of (103) and (104) with (81), (83) and (84) reveals that the
transition from incoherent to collective fluctuations is determined by a parameter

Vi = (l + y)/Zr . (108)

When it is large, the collective factor is negligable, and the frequency depen-
dence of the spectrum is gaussian. In the limit p\jk^_ << 1 (long-wavelength
fluctuations) and a,(fc) >> 1,

y,, = (l+p2
sk

2)/ZT , (109)

where pa is Zi times the ion Larmor radius at the temperature T||e,
p2

s = Z,X||e/m,^. Therefore, collective ion features are more supressed for
smaller T||e/Tj|,, smaller Z,, and stronger effects of ion polarization drift, when

2 2
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9. Reduced Electrodynamics: Quasi-Particle Approach
Electrodynamic properties of any material medium are manifested in its elec-

tric susceptibility which establishes, in general, a nonlinear relation between the
polarization and the electric field strength in a medium [2, 6, 11, 55-62]. In lin-
ear electrodynamics, the polarization is expanded in power series of electric field
strength, which is assumed to be weak enough, and the linear term is taken into
account only. Thus the properties of electrodynamic media are described in terms
of linear electric susceptibility, which depends on the frequency and the wave vec-
tor if space and time dispersion is important. Nonlinear effects are described by
higher-order expansion terms, which introduce nonlinear electrodynamic coeffi-
cients (nonlinear electric susceptibilities of various orders), and fluctuations of
electric susceptibilities. These quantities depend on the frequencies and wave
vectors of interacting fields.

In order to derive the relationship between the polarization and the electric
field in the plasma for fields weak enough a successive approximation method
is used to express various particle quantities, the density, the particle flux, the
pressure, the heat flux etc., as expansions in increasing powers of electric field
strength. This method can be used within either hydrodynamic or kinetic ap-
proaches. In the latter case the fluid reduction of description is achieved, as the
particle distribution in the phase space is related to its few low-order velocity
moments, which determine the electromagnetic field self-consistently through the
Maxwell equations.

The importance of a simplified macroscopic theory describing plasmas in
terms of few low-order velocity moments of the particle distribution function (as
distinct from the detailed description in the phase space) is widely recognized.
For highly collisional plasmas the relevant reduction of the kinetic description to
the hydrodynamic one is justified invoking the collisional mechanism of plasma
relaxation towards local-equilibrium state.

For the collisionless plasma, the possibility of reduction is usually taken to
be questionable in the general case, and it is suggested that reliable reduced
models can be developed from particular assumptions about underlying physics.
According to the original arguments [63], the magnetic field can play the role
of collisions between particles as far as low-frequency and long-wavelength (with
respect to the cyclotron frequency and the Larmor radius respectively) plasma
motion is concerned, and the heat flux along the magnetic field direction is small.

Weak nonlinear interaction of plasma oscillations is another mechanism which
makes it possible to justify the reduction of kinetic theory in the general case.
This reduction has a peculiar feature: though only the lowest-order velocity
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moments of the particle distribution function enter the theory explicitly (these are
the particle densities and fluxes in the electromagnetic field equations), in fact,
it involves all the moments of the particle distribution function, and therefore
provides exact description of kinetic effects.

Whenever reduced fluid models are developed from the kinetic description,
they are to be checked to reproduce not only the kinetic features described by
the linear electric susceptibilities, but also those described by the nonlinear elec-
trodynamic coefficients.

The quasi-particle approach can be applied efficiently to calculate the elec-
trodynamic coefficients and the spectral distributions of fluctuations for general
complicated conditions in space and fusion plasmas.

The simplest case of static and uniform magnetic fields, when E = —V$, is
considered. The basic equations of quasi-particle description in the first-order
adiabatic approximation are summarized below.

The Poisson law,

^ !dvFa , (110)

relates the microscopic electric field E to the microscopic particle density F in the
phase space {r,v}. The particle density is related simply to the guiding-centre
density FC(R, v\\,e±,a,t) in the phase space {R, v\\, e±,a},

F(r,v,t) = Fc(£,i>,|,e_L,<M) , (111)

where R — r — h x v/Q. is the guiding-centre position, the cylindrical velocity
coordinates are used, v = {v||,uj_,a}, e± = u l /2 - The guiding-centre density is
related to the quasi-particle density G in the reduced phase space {R, v\\,e±},

m

V + £ (£„ - Eh) dvn } G } , (112)

with V = i>|| 6 + cE x b/Bo the guiding-centre drift velocity. The quasi-particle
density is defined as the phase-independent part of the guiding-centre density.
For any Q(r, v,t) ,

Q = Q(R,vpeL,a,t) = Q(r--vx b,v,t) ,

i r2*
Qn = i~ da Qe"~ .
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The microscopic continuity equation for the quasi-particle density:

{ dt + Vr • V + -? - E « r d n } G = 0, (113)

with VT = U||fe + c£ r x 6/Bo the renormalized (quasi-particle) drift velocity, Er

the renormalized electric field determined by the modified (stream) potential $ s ,

Er = - V$5 , (114)

The continuity equation for quasi-particles and the particle-quasi-particle
relation are nonlinear. Therefore, there are two types of nonlinearities. Both are
assumed to be weak.

One applies the successive approximation method and represents Fc and G
as series in increasing powers of electric field strength:

Fc = f > c
W , G = f > W , (115)

)=0 3=0

with Fc the density for non-interacting particles, G^ the density for non-g
interacting quasi-particles. The terms Fc or G^ ( j > 1) take into account
effects of interaction between particles or quasi-particles. One can use these
expansions in the Poisson equation and formulate a microscopic nonlinear field
equation. This is usually done via the space-time Fourier transformation.

The density for non-interacting quasi-particles satisfies a simple equation

(dt + U||V||) G(o) = 0 . (116)

It describes the quasi-particle motion with the constant parallel velocity, per-
pendicular kinetic energy and perpendicular component of radius-vector. The
iterations of quasi-particle density are governed by recurrence relations

(d 4- v V ~) G' ' = —(V • V 4- — E d ) G' ' QlT^
II II m II "||

for the linear iteration, and

(dt + W|,V|,) G<» = - (Vxo-V + ^ £ , , 0 ^ )

- [ (VT - V0) • V + ± ( E) | r - £,|0 ) ^ ] G«-V (118)
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for higher-order iterations, j > 2.
The iterations of guiding-centre density are derived from (112):

F(°) = JL
27T

F(3) { G + ± ( * - #0 ) flt^ +

£ • ( % - E l { 0 ) d ^ } & > - V } , j > l . ( 1 1 9 )

The density F^ for non-interacting particles is directly related to the density
(j(0) for non-interacting quasi-particles according to (111).

The spontaneous fluctuations of particle 8f = F^0' — (F^0') and quasi-particle
Sg = G(o) - (GW) densities are related according to (111), (112),

8~f(r,v,t) = (l/2*)6g(r-Zxv/n,vpe±,t). (120)

Sg is governed by (116):

( dt + v\\b-dft) 6g(x,t) = 0, x = (R,vpe±).

The latter yields an equation for the quadratic space-time correlation function

( dt + v]lb-d& ) {6g(x,t) 6g{x',t')) = 0 , (121)

which is supplemented with the initial condition, the value of space correlation
function (8g(x, t') 8g(x',t)). The solution to this equation is found by means of
(retarded) Green function w(x,t;x',t'),

(dt + v\\b-d&)w(x,t;x',t') = 8(t-t')8(x-x') , (122)

(6g(x,t) 8g(x',t')) = /dx { w(x,t;x,t') (8g(x,t') 8g(x',t')} +

+ w(x',t'-x,t) (8g(x,t) 8g(x,t)) } . (123)

The Green function is related to the probability density P for the quasi-
particle displacement in the reduced phase space from a point x' where it is at a
time instant t' to another point x at a time instant t:

w(x,t;x',t') = d(t-t')P(x,t;x',t') = d(t-t?) 8(x-x(t)) , x(t') = x' . (124)

The trajectory in the reduced phase space is simple:

x(t) = xmicro{t) = {R> + v\l(t-t')b,v'll,e'_L } . (125)

When there are no correlations between quasi-particles, (8g(x,t) 8g(x',t')) =
8(x — x') g(x, t), where g(x,t) = (G^) is a mean quasi-particle density. Then ac-
cording to (116), a stationary mean quasi-particle density depends on R±, v\\,e±,

9 = 9(R±, vu, e±).
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Linear Electric Susceptibility.
In the linear approximation, when according to (117)

(dt + «||V||) GW = - (VLO- V + -2- Eiioft,,) 9 , (126)

one introduces the electric susceptibility and the spectral distribution of sponta-
neous density fluctuations via (110), taking account of local plasma inhomogene-
ity. For small scale fluctuations with

\Vlng\«k, (127)

X(K) = a(k) +

< *ll*l + ^ . b x V } g , (128)
" n LI

((Sh)2)K = j«fo||«fcj. P(K) JZ(k±vJQ) g

When the quasi-particle distribution is normal in vj|,

9 = ng(6±)(m/27rr,|)1/2exp(-mVJ/2T]|),

X(K) = a(k) + ^ [1 + uZ(u)] -

^ + u) A(k±)uZ(u) , (129)

where A(A:_L) — / de±Jo9i v — (cT\\/qBo) k-bx V, w* = i> In n is a drift frequency.
For arbitrary quasi-particle densitiess, but weak kinetic effects, the electric

susceptibility can be calculated as a simple function of frequency, wave vector
and plasma parameters by expanding the multipliers standing before g in the
integrand in power series with respect to v» and ej_. In this way one derives:

7J.1

- ^ ( 1 + 7̂13 ) 712

s2k2 54fc4 s2k2

+ m) "f/ + 3 C1 + ̂ 112) 7||i -j/ ~ (1 + V) 7 ̂ * i "f/ } • (130)
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Here

'-^-j-Jdv^eifg, j = 1;2

J dvwde± v\\9' 7 = W?E J
7111 = :£k

are the parameters of non-equilibrium plasma state, which describe deviations
from the density

9 = M f ]3/2[^]1/2ex^[-m(f + i ) ] . (132)
ij. 2TT2|| i j . 221|

In the case (132), they are equal to unity.

Ox inn

axe the plasma inhomogeneity parameters. The equilibrium is assumed to be
inhomogeneous along the x-axis, and the parallel mean flow is not included:
U = Jdv V|| g = 0. If U ,£ 0, one must replace u in (130) with u — k^U.

(130) is valid when

» si p2
Lk{ « 1 . (134)
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Nonlinear Electric Susceptibility.
Let us disregard for simplicity the nonlinearity of relation between guiding

centres and quasi-particles. Then, according to (119)

Fc
(2) = (1/2TT)G(2) + ... , (135)

with G^ from (118):

(dt + i>||V||) G^ = -(V1Q. v + ^ Epd^) ( 9 + h ) . (136)

Thus via the Poisson equation in the case of small-scale fluctuations,

X(2)(Kx,K2) =

x W(K) [ W(K2) D(k2) - W(Ki) D(ki)) g . (136)

b(k) = k,\dv,. + ^-k-bxV
V > II "II Q

In the limit of weak kinetic effects:

c 1 b x ki • ko

2B«\l

» ^ ) 1 ) - ( 1 3 7 )

One can prove important symmetry properties:

X(2\-Ku-K2) = - [ x{2\KuK2) ]* , (138)

X^^^-A'O = -[ X
(2)(KUK2) Y • (139)

The same properties hold in the case of non-magnetized plasma, e.g. [2].
Property (138) is the reality constraint. One can prove the symmetry (139) in
the transperancy domain by checking that the sum x (K\i K2) + X* (A\ —K\)
has the factor D(k2)luu2—D{k\)/&&\+D(k\)luiCb2—b(k)lu>u}2 in its integrand,
which equals to zero. This symmetry is related to the energy and momentum
conservations in the system of weakly interacting waves.
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10. Summary
Statistical plasma electrodynamics is elaborated with special emphases on

the transition probability approach and quasi-particles. The low-frequency fluc-
tuations in the magnetized plasma are studied within its context.

The spectral distributions of electric field and density fluctuations are cal-
culated in the electrostatic approximation, and the conditions for incoherent
and collective fluctuations in the low-frequency oscillating magnetized plasma
are found. The latter determine the conditions for the incoherent and collective
electromagnetic wave scattering from the plasma. The significance of particle
polarization drift and finite-Larmor-radius effects, as well as of ion motion in the
transition from collective to incoherent fluctuation regimes is explained.

The characteristic length scale, which separates the wavelength of incoherent
and collective fluctuations (either electron or ion sound fluctuations), depends on
the effects of particle polarization drift and finite-Larmor-radius, and the stronger
these effects are, the larger the separation scale is. The fluctuation intensity is
decreased due to particle polarization drift.

The ratio Xj|e/Xj|, governs the transition from incoherent to collective ion-
sound fluctuations. The transition from incoherent to collective electron plasma
fluctuations depends on ion motion. The motion of ions, in particular their polar-
ization drift, produces additional increase in the characteristic scale separating
wavelength domains of incoherent and collective electron plasma fluctuations.
This effect is especially strong for u;p, >> Qi, p\ik^ « 1, when it is described
by the factor ^/a,/a e ~ yjmi/me » 1.

The frequency widths of fluctuation spectra are determined by two factors:
thermal motion of particles along the magnetic field and plasma collective oscil-
lations. When the collective factor is negligible, the frequency dependence of the
spectra is gaussian.
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